Schueco windows refer to spec for details.
Slot drain to paved area.
457x133mm Parallam over 32x50 timber rainscreen cladding to follow TRADA standards.
Black powder coated steel Lindab gutters to be concealed behind rainscreen cladding. Evalon-v Alwitra single ply membrane on Kingspan rigid insulation.
225x75mm timber fixed roof light.
2 No. 200x75mm solid timber over 225x75mm timber stud. 3776 195mm thick timber stud strapped with 50mm SW.
Refer to engineers information for foundation details.
BEDROOM 1.
Black powder coated steel Lindab gutters to be concealed behind rainscreen cladding. Refer to 406_200 series for details.
225x75mm timber 195mm thick timber stud strapped with 50mm SW.
Refer to engineers information for foundation details.